In this paper we introduce a class of graphs called $-threshold graphs which generalize threshold graphs. These graphs are studied for various functions I+? that include "max" and "min" as special cases.
Introduction
A graph G is a threshold graph if we can associate a positive threshold c with G and assign a positive weight W, to each vertex o of G so that uu E E(G) if and only if CI W, + w,.
In this paper we generalize threshold graphs in a manner similar to that employed in [3, 4] by varying the "function" used to assign an edge between two vertices. Let @ be a symmetric function from fR+ x fR+ to lR+. A graph G is called a @-threshold graph if we can associate a positive threshold c with G and assign a positive weight w, to each vertex o of G so that UD E,?(G) if and only if CT@(W~, w,).
Then, in our approach, threshold graphs are precisely sum-threshold graphs. In Section 2 we will characterize &threshold graphs for @ = ao + b8, where a(x, v) =x+y and &x,y)= Ix-y/.
In [3] , @-tolerance intersection graphs were introduced as a unifying approach to a number of important classes of graphs. In Section 3 we will see that our @-threshold graphs can also be viewed as @-tolerance intersection graphs and we will continue the investigation of @threshold graphs for 4 = aa + ba from this point of view.
See [2] for an excellent source of definitions and results.
@-threshold graphs
We begin this section with relevant definitions and results that are needed here and in the next section. A split graph G is a graph whose vertex set can be partitioned into an independent set and a clique. It can be shown that every split graph is chordal, i.e., contains no induced C, for nr4. An interval graph is the intersection graph of a family of intervals on the real line. A proper interval graph is an interval graph constructed from a family of intervals on a line such that no interval properly contains another. Interval graphs, too, are chordal. Two characterizations of proper interval graphs will prove useful. The following conditions are equivalent for a graph G (see [5] ):
(i) G is a proper interval graph; (ii) there is a real-valued function f: V(G) --f IR such that for all distinct vertices
(iii) the vertices of G can be labeled ui, v2, . . . , u, such that if oiujeE(G), i< j,
for zlk<tlJ.
As noted in Section 1, sum-threshold graphs, i.e., c-threshold graphs, coincide with threshold graphs and the same is true for aa-threshold graphs for any a>O.
It is natural to also consider the class of d-threshold graphs. In this case we have that b-threshold graphs and, in fact, b&threshold graphs (b>O) are precisely the proper interval graphs by one of the earlier stated characterizations.
In the remainder of this section, we consider @-threshold graphs for "appropriate" linear combinations of o and 6, that is, those that insure @(x, y) E ff?+ for all (x, y) E IF?+ x lR+. This is motivated by the fact that max(x, y) = +a(~, y) + +6(x, y) and min(x, y) = To verify the converse we apply induction on 1 I/(G)/, with the result obvious for 1 V(G)) = 1. Assume that every a-threshold graph of order n -12 1 is a @-threshold graph and let G be a o-threshold graph of order n. Then G contains a vertex u that is either isolated or central. By the inductive hypothesis G -u is a @-threshold graph with representation by weights W, for u E V(G -u) and threshold c. If u is isolated in G, choose a weight W, so that @(w,, w,) > c for every u E V(G -u). This is possible since @ is increasing. Thus we may assume u is a central vertex of G.
Let o be the maximum weight associated with the vertices of G-u and select 4a(a+b)o Assume first that G is a @-threshold graph with representation by weights w, for u E V(G) and threshold c. Without loss of generality, assume that the vertices of G have been labeled ur, u2, . . . , v, with corresponding weights wi, w2, . . . , w, so that if i<j then wj<wj. We show that if uiujEE(G),
?(a--_)wk+(a+b)w, since a+b>O
Thus, vkvt E E(G). By the previous equivalence, it follows that G is a proper interval graph.
For the converse we show that if G is a proper interval graph of order n with vertex set V(G)={v1,u2,...,
v,} such that if viuj~ E(G), i<j, then ukutE E(G) for is k-c t <j, then G is a @threshold graph with representation
by a threshold c and by distinct weights wi corresponding to vi such that if i< j then wi< Wj. Since every proper interval graph is an induced subgraph of a connected proper interval graph we may assume that G is connected.
Assume the result has been established for all connected proper interval graphs with fewer than n vertices. Let G be a connected proper interval graph with n vertices ulrv2,..., u, such that if vivjEE(G), i<j, then VkvtEE(G) for iskctrj.
If G is complete the result clearly holds. Thus we may assume that there exists kz 2 such that uku, E E(G) but ok_ 1 v, ct E(G). Since G is connected, u,+ 1 uk E E(G). Let m be the smallest integer (greater than k) such that uk_ 1 u, @E(G). Then for i= m, m+ l,..., n we have that t&&E E(G) but uk_ ivie E(G). Consider We show that w, > w,_, and that G is a @threshold graph with respect to these weights and threshold c. 
@-tolerance chain graphs
In [3] , @-tolerance intersection graphs were introduced as follows. Let X be a set and let p be a function that assigns to each subset S of X a positive real number p(S). Let V be a finite set and let S, be a subset of X for each o E V. A tolerance function assigns to each S, a positive number t,. If each S, belongs to a particular family P (e.g., is an interval of the real line), we specify ,u separately and refer to &tolerance P graphs. In this case, each S, is a real interval of the form [0, r,] and so {S,} can be linearly ordered by inclusion to form a chain. In order to give direct consequences of these results on @-tolerance chain graphs in Theorem A, we include the definition of coTT graphs (see [4] 
Conjecture 3.1. A graph G is a @-tolerance chain graph, 4 = ao + ba and -a< b < a, if and only if G is a u-tolerance chain graph, i.e., if and only if G is a coTT graph.

Conjecture 3.2. A graph G is a @tolerance chain graph, @ = au + ba and b > a 2 0, if and only if G is a &tolerance chain graph.
In the remainder of this section we will present partial results on such @-tolerance chain graphs, which lend support to these conjectures.
We begin with the case -a<b<a.
Theorem 3.3. Let -a< b<a and @ =a(~+ b& Then every coTT graph is a c++ tolerance chain graph.
Proof. Let G be a coTT graph with vertex set V(G) = { ur, u2, . . . , II,}. Then there are positive integers ai and bi for i = 1,2, . . . , n such that UiVjEE(G) if and only if ai< bj and ajl bi (see [4] 
Note, this implies that both ri and rj'@(tiv tj). This follows if and only if
by (e), UiUjEE(G) if and only if Wi Wj E E(H).
Finally assume that Zi is a negative interval. Then UiUj$E(G)* Since Zi is negative, ai> bi. Thus, by (a) and (c) we have ri/CY. -/I ti < ti < tj 9 and so wi wjeE(H). Hence we have a @-tolerance chain representation for G.
We next describe the algorithm that produces ri and ti for each i having properties (a)-(e). Our algorithm scans the 2n endpoints of the intervals associated with G from left to right. Depending on whether the current endpoint is an ai or a bi we perform one of the following operations. Since after this modification the oriented intervals still give a representation for G, we may assume that aj>ri/a-Ati
Case 3: x= bi for some fixed i, 1 lion and ai> bi. Nothing is done until ai is reached and Case 1 is applied to set ti=ai/A.
Then we set ri= a(bi+ ti).
When the scanning process terminates we have that ai = Ati and bi = ri/a -ti for every 1 I is n. In particular, properties (a) and (c) clearly hold. Furthermore, using (1) we obtain property (b).
To verify property (d), let Zi be a positive interval and let 4 be an arbitrary interval with ai<aj.
If bi>aj, then (1) implies that tj<bi=ri/a-ti<ri/a-~ti.
On the other hand, if bi < aj, then by (2) we have No characterization is known for J-tolerance chain graphs. However, every known result for a-tolerance chain graphs has also been established for @-tolerance chain graphs for 0 = aa+ b6 with b>azO.
For example, C,, (n I 3) and C,, (3 in I 6) are d-tolerance chain graphs and are also q&tolerance chain graphs for 0 = aa+ bS and b>arO.
However, for n 27, c is neither a a-tolerance chain graph nor a @-tolerance chain graph for @ = ao + b6 and b > a? 0. We note that, in particular, the class of @-tolerance chain graphs for @J = aa+ ba and b>a>O contains both chordal and nonchordal graphs. Our next two results show that interval graphs and trees are such @-tolerance chain graphs. We use an algorithm similar to that in Theorem 3.3 to establish the result for interval graphs. 
E E(H) if and only if O;Vj E E(G).
Thus we attain a @-tolerance chain representation for G.
We next describe the algorithm that produces the @-tolerance chain representation with properties (A)-(C). Our algorithm scans the 2n endpoints of the intervals from right to left. Depending on whether the current endpoint x is a right or left endpoint we perform one of the following operations. 
When the scanning terminates we clearly have distinct tolerances and property (A). Property (B) follows directly from (4) and property (C) follows from (3) We proceed by induction on the order of the tree. We show, in fact, that every tree T has a @-tolerance chain representation by intervals {[O, ru]: u E V(T)} with distinct tolerances {t u: u E V(T)} and a special distinct value t which will be considered a tolerance such that for each u E V(T) we have that r, = @(t,, s) for some tolerance s> t, (where s may be t).
Certainly this is true for order n = 1. Assume the result holds for all trees of order less than n and let T be a tree of order n. Let x be an endvertex of T and let y be the neighbor of x in T. By the inductive hypotheses, T-x has an appropriate @-tolerance chain representation. for u+y.
(6) will follow since r, = @(t,, t,,). By assumpthat r,,=@(t,,,s), i.e., r,=(a-b)t,+(a+b)s. However, by the choice of E we conclude that s> tu + E and so @&Us) > @(L &)9
implying ry > r,.
To prove (7) we will show that rx< @(t,, tu), by showing that @(t,, t,,)< @(t,, t,)
for u fy. If tu> tv the inequality certainly holds. Thus we may assume that t,< tx. This implies that t, exists for some u E V(T-X) such that We close by asking the question whether the class of @-tolerance chain graphs with I$ = aa + bd and -a < b < a is distinct from the class of @tolerance chain graphs with 4 = ao+ bd and b>arO.
It can be shown that the 3-sun of Fig. 1 is a @-tolerance chain graph for b> a? 0 but is not a @-tolerance chain graph for -a< b < a. It is an open problem to find a graph that is a @-tolerance chain graph for -a<b<a but not for b>azO. 
